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QUESTION 21You assign security roles to an owner team and each user on the team.What effect does the security role that is
assigned to the team have on the individual team members? A. The permissions for the user are used instead of those of the team.
B. The user is granted the least restrictive permissions of the two roles.C. The permissions for the team are used instead of those
of the user.D. The user is granted the most restrictive permissions of the two roles.Answer: B QUESTION 22You plan to create a
field for an entity to capture data in a consistent format. When a user adds a record for the entity, the choices provided to the user for
the field often change or become outdated. The choices must not be available for new records. You need to create the field while
minimizing the administrative overhead to maintain the field.Which field type should you use? A. global option setB. single line
of textC. local option setD. lookup Answer: C QUESTION 23You need to add the status reason Duplicate to the status value
Cancelled for the case entity. What should you do? A. Add the value to the Cancelled list of the Status field.B. Add the value to
the Cancelled list of the Status Reason field.C. Using status reason transitions, add the value to the Cancelled status.D. Using
status reason transitions, add the value to the Cancelled status reason. Answer: D QUESTION 24You plan to integrate data from an
external system into Microsoft Dynamics 365. You need to create a Microsoft Dynamics 365 field to use for matching records from
the external system.What should you create? A. calculated fieldB. global option setC. rollup fieldD. alternate key Answer: D
QUESTION 25Which two field types can you configure as rollup fields? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.
single line of textB. floating point numberC. date and timeD. decimal number Answer: BD QUESTION 26For which of the
following scenarios can you delete an entity? A. The entity is custom and uses a system*defined global option set.B. The entity
is part of a managed solution and no other items are dependent upon the entity.C. The entity is part of an unmanaged solution and
another unmanaged entity has a lookup field to the entity on one form.D. The entity is system defined and no other items are
dependent upon the entity. Answer: A QUESTION 27You plan to delete a custom entity from an unmanaged solution. Which of the
following statements is true? A. You must delete the solution that contains the entity.B. You can only delete the entity from
managed solutions.C. You must delete all records related to the entity from the database.D. You must remove any dependencies
with other objects. Answer: D QUESTION 28You plan to entity mapping to replicate data from a text field between two related
entities.For which scenario can you replicate data? A. The target field is already mapped to a different source field.B. The length
of the source field is smaller than the destination fieldC. The two entities are in a N:N relationship.D. The new record is created
and then related to the parent record Answer: B QUESTION 29You need to display data that is referenced by a lookup field on a
form. Which option should you use? A. Quick Find ViewB. Associated ViewC. Quick ViewD. Public View Answer: C
Explanation:https://www.dmcsoftware.co.uk/blog/dynamics-crm-create-and-edit-fields QUESTION 30You add a lookup for
contacts to the case form.You need to display the most recent primary phone number for a contact on the case form while
minimizing administrative effort.What should you do? A. Use a workflow to copy the phone number to a new field on the case
when the contact changes.B. Use a quick view form to display the phone number.C. Use a web resource to query and display the
phone number.D. Use field mapping during record creation to copy the phone number to a new field on the case. Answer: B
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